Publication Options
This article will explain the Publication Options in ChannelUnity's Channel Settings for each marketplace. Note that you will need to set these
options for each marketplace you have connected.

Amazon Publication Options
Publication Option

Description

Extended Description

Order Import

Import orders into your online store

Selecting this option means that any orders
made on this marketplace will be imported
to your cart, and appear in your cart like
any other order.

FBA Order Import

Import Orders Amazon have Fulfilled

Enabling this setting means we pull over
any orders that have been generated
through your Amazon FBA account. We will
pull these order through as completed order
to your cart. This setting is especially
helpful for accounting purposes.

Order Status Updates

Send order shipments/cancellations to the
channel

This setting allows us to update the
marketplace with any order changes made
in your cart to the marketplace. This setting
will need to be enabled in order to ensure
order status updates such as "Cancelled"
or "Shipped" are published are updated on
your market places. If you intend on
updating your market place orders
manually within the market place, you can
leave this value unticked.

Shipment + Tracking

Confirm only shipments with tracking

Having this option ticked means we will
only update Amazon with the order status
of "Shipped" when a tracking number has
been allocated to your orders in your cart.

Publish Products

Publish Products to the channel

This option will need be selected if you wish
for ChannelUnity to create listings on
Amazon.

Publish Images

Publish product image updates to the
channel

You will need to select this option in order
for us to take the images from your store
and use them on your listings in Amazon.

Stock Sync

Publish stock level updates to the channel

This option ensures that all the stock levels
will flow freely between your store and
selected marketplace. For example, if your
store stock levels are showing a value of
10, we will push this quantity into your
connected marketplace. Similarly, if one of
these items sells on the selected
marketplace we will then update your store
inventory with the value of 9.

Price Sync

Publish price updates to the channel

Selecting this option allows to to affect the
price of you items on this marketplace. We
will use the value in the field you have
mapped against price, and will apply any
pricing chances made if you have created
these in your in a listing setting.
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